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MEREDITH

Sitting across the table from Ava and Bruno was marginally
nauseating. They had gone from fangs-out-claws-drawn-
we’re-gonna-fight-to-the-death to fuck-off-world-we’re-
doopey-in -love-and-don’t-give-a-shit-who-knows-it so
quickly that my head spun. But honestly, who didn’t see that
coming? No matter, I just had to keep their attention long
enough to make my point and then they could go back to
cannodling or whatever.

“Soooooo,” I said, drawing out the word in an attempt to
pull their attention from their current moony eye lock. “I
want to do something different at LSA.”

No response. Second attempt.
“Hey guys,” I made my tone light and breezy this time.

“I’m feeling kinda stagnant in my current position. I was
hoping we could chat about some changes for me.”

Nada. I stood up, put both palms on the table in front of
me, leaned in towards their faces, and screamed, “YO! Do
not make me go off on a diatribe about how women’s voices
are literally unheard in the workplace.”
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Shockingly startled, they both winced but they also
stopped with the googly eyes and turned to me.

“What the fuck, Mer?” Bruno asked.
Understandably frustrated, I sighed and sat back down.

“Listen, I am all for all this lovey-dovey-ness you two are
drowning in but I called a meeting so we could actually have
a conversation so can you give me like two minutes where
you aren’t thinking about each other’s genitals. Again, all sex
positive here - bravo on your happy pants, but I genuinely
need to talk to you.”

Ava flushed a little, perhaps embarrassed by the hyper
visibility of their sexy-wexy-humans-in-heat vibe or maybe
just because she was like the most organized person ever so
I would think being off her game could put her in a tizzy.
Either way she said, “Sorry, Mer. Talk. Tell us what’s
going on.”

I shifted uncomfortably in my seat. I had a gig that most
people would die for. I was a talented musician. I was
working at one of the number one record companies in the
world and the sky was the limit. Bruno and Ava would
pretty much let me do whatever I wanted. I could mess
around with recording. I could go into the business side of
things. Really anything, but I was struggling because my
background in feminism and social justice had me wanted
to give back. I started to think that maybe I wanted to teach
music to underprivileged kids.

“So, you know how I’m really motivated by political
issues?” I asked.

“Nope.” Bruno teased.
I rolled my eyes and continued like he hadn’t said a

word. “I was wondering if there was some way we could do
some outreach?”

“You mean like PR kind of stuff?” Ava asked.
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“Maybe,” I said awkwardly. Then I added, “No, not
exactly.”

Ava was being plenty patient. I could see in her eyes that
her mind was racing trying to parse out exactly what I was
asking of them, but still she was open and kind, obviously
trying to figure out how to give me what I wanted and
needed when she said, “Okay then, be more specific for me.
What are you thinking?”

I pushed air out of my mouth hard, making my lips
vibrate. This conversation was complicated. “I think I want
to teach but I’m not actually sure that’s what I want. And a
friend from my childhood offered me a gig teaching high
school just for a semester. I’m not sure I want the job. So I
was thinking maybe you guys would let me do a tour - or
like a workshop here for the group that I’d be teaching to
see if that’s what I want?”

Bruno’s face fell.
“You want to leave LSA?” He asked, clearly upset.
“No,” I stuttered, “Okay, maybe. Maybe?” I didn’t know.
Encircling Bruno’s hand with hers, Ava said, “Working at

a record company isn’t everyone’s dream.”
“No,” Bruno argued, signaling to himself and to me. “But

it’s our dream. It’s always been our dream.” He furrowed his
brow at me. “I don’t understand.”

I didn’t really either. I just knew I wasn’t happy. I needed
to do something that helped people. And I could see how,
making records did that in the abstract, but I wanted the
concrete. I wanted to see the people I was helping and watch
them excel. And that need also felt pitifully selfish. Why was
physically seeing that I was helping others necessary for my
happiness? Also, there was a piece of me that wondered if I
was falling into some stupid preconcieved craptastic notion
of woman as caretaker.
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“I don’t know either.” I said honestly. “Maybe, the record
company stuff is your dream Bruno - Maybe it’s all our
friends’s dreams but while this embarrassingly unempow-
ered, I think for me just been easier to latch on to what you
wanted and needed because I love you and I’m thankful for
our friendship… and the access to the music, fuck, that’s
been incredible. But I’m not sure this is where I belong.”

Bruno was a good friend. It was one of his most
appealing qualities. If he loved you - it was ride or die,
period. But he also liked to get his way. Always had, always
would. Pretty sure that’s a rich boy quality in general but for
sure it was a Bruno Difranco quality.

He swallowed back his irritation and sweetly said,
“Maybe you need to think about it some.”

I smirked at him and sarcastically asked. “Do I? Cause I
was thinking that my job at LSA would most likely always
be here. Ya know, ‘cause you love me and shit. So, you’d give
me that lifeline while I figured out what I need.”

“Of course,” Ava said, squeezing his hand. “He would
love to do that for you, Mer.”

Bruno grumped. “No, I wouldn’t.”
Ignoring him, Ava questioned, “You mentioned some-

thing about a workshop or a tour?”
“Yeah, so the school I could work at is in Westchester. I

grew up there. Anyway, the current music teacher is preg-
nant and taking leave so they just need someone for the
spring. It would be like a trial for me. But, I thought maybe
before I accepted the gig I could invite the students here for
a day - show them around - let them record something in
the studio. That kind of a thing. You know just to see if I can
even relate.”

Ava smiled, “Yes, but honestly, I think you're gonna more
than relate.”
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Bruno was still processing. “Are you going to move to
westchester?”

Ava gave him a little smack and under her breath she
muttered. “Jesus, so not about you, dickface.” Then shaking
her head at me she asked, “Please tell me how he convinced
y’all to be so devoted to him?”

I shrugged and controlled myself from mentioning that
she seemed eternally devoted to him. Bruno was unphased
by her critique. He eyed her incredulously and said, “We’re
getting married in the spring. I want to know if she’s even
going to come?”

Both Ava and I laughed. Then she took his face in both
her hands and moving in to kiss him, she said, “Babe. She
wouldn’t miss it for the world.”

His expression softened and then their lips collided.
Once again, my presence was suddenly obsolete.

THE TEACHING GIG on my radar wasn’t exactly what I’d
ultimately want. I wasn’t going to be able to jump right in
and start helping and encouraging people who really
needed help. Instead, I would be working at the private
school where I began my education - but I needed experi-
ence and beggars can’t be choosers. Because it was my alma
mater, it didn’t take much effort to plan a day where the
junior and senior students in the upper level music theory
classes took a field trip to LSA Records. It was as simple as a
call to my friend, Janey. I said, “Do you think that some of
your students might want to tour or record a track at LSA
records.”

She said, “Does a bear shit in the woods?”
And now, three weeks later I was sitting on one of the
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couches in the lobby waiting for twenty four high school
students to arrive. Jittery, I kept reminding myself to stop
tapping my heel and bouncing my knee. I wasn’t sure if the
energy buzzing under my skin was the three iced cappuc-
cinos I had for breakfast or the onset of my first day as a
possible educator.

The kids took the train from Mamaroneck to Grand
Central Station and then the subway to the stop just a block
from the LSA Records tower. I’d offered to meet them at
Grand Central but they were with Janey and their pregnant
music teacher who I didn’t know but Janey liked, so me as
subway chaperone wasn’t really necessary.

Begrudgingly, Bruno was sitting next to me, waiting to
welcome them. He looked at his watch. “Your little shits are
late, Mer.”

I disregarded his comment because three minutes when
you're relying on trains wasn’t late, and instead offered a
critique of his word choices. “You probably shouldn’t call
them shits. Come to think of it, little isn’t totally accurate
either.”

“How do you know?” He asked. “From my experience
private school brats tend to be concurrently little and shits.”

Knowing Bruno had also attended a private boarding
school, I snarked, “You’re not little.”

“You are,” he quipped back.
I elbowed him in the side. “Are you calling me a shit?”
“Noooo. Definitely not a shit. A killjoy, maybe? But not a

shit.”
“Jeeze, you’d think love would have softened that nasty

edge, but nope.”
“This edge is pemenete,” He cooed at me, “now and

forever, dumpling.”
He knew I hated when men referred to women as food
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or children. “You’re not gonna get my goat today. I am
fucking zen. Ready to enlighten and empower.”

As the first gangly teen came through the turnstile, He
chuckled, “Oh yeah, that’s why your damn foot had been
attempting to escape since you sat down.”

And then we both stood, getting ready to welcome them
all to LSA records.

One by one they swirled through the doorway, each one
a varied mixture of both awkward, cocky and all around
goofiness. They weren’t really all that much younger than
Bruno and I. Seventeen and eighteen to our twenty two and
twenty four, so I wondered to myself how in a matter of
years, we glow up and grow out of that utter inability to
carry ourselves as adults. I also thought of Eddy, the
singer/songwriter that Ava, Bruno and Marcus had signed
recently. She was basically the same age as the kids fanning
out in front of me. But Eddy didn’t give off the vibe of
immaturity that was rampant in this crowd. Their childish-
ness was part of their privilege. Eddy got thrown curve
balls that made her grow up quick. There was a certain
kind of relife to knowing that none of the kids before me
had that edge and then the revolving doors spun one more
time.

The last person to circle through the turnstile wasn’t like
the rest. He kept his eyes down and his jaw tight. Something
about him was utterly captivating. I couldn’t help but gawk.
His movements were slow and calculated, as though he was
taking a mental inventory of the space around him. He was
wary. He hung back from the crowd, claiming a spot off to
the side where he could lean against the wall. He was easily
six inches taller than the rest of the teens, and his look was
all rocker - worn black jeans with ripped knees, converse, a
white T-shirt, and a jean jacket with a cream colored fleece
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collar. Nothing about what he was wearing was warm
enough for freezing temperatures outside.

It occurred to me that he was handsome, young obvi-
ously, but objectively handsome. His hair was dark and
shaggy, falling around his face and keeping his eyes in
shadow. He wore a heavy silver ring on his right thumb,
another on the middle finger of his left hand. On his right
wrist I could see the swirling black markings of what looked
like a full sleeve of tattoos. I would have bet a thousand
bucks that he had a pack of cigarettes on his person and that
the dry woody stink of tobacco lingered on his fingertips.
This wasn’t a kid with an easy life. In fact, he didn’t look
much like a kid at all, and for a split second I thought maybe
he wasn’t one of the kids - but then the pregnant teacher
crossed to him, urging him to join the group.

As she turned his attention in my direction, his eyes
flashed up. They were a deep and earthy green, like the
moss that grows between rocks and under trees, hiding its
liveliness from the sun. Immediately, he caught sight of me
watching him and he peered back, hard and unflinching.
His stare felt like a snarl, like he was an animal standing his
ground and proving his strength. I didn’t want him to feel
threatened by me, that wasn’t how I wanted to be seen. I
wanted him to like me - to feel he could trust me, confide in
me, be safe with me. So, I tried with all my might to send
him the message that I was open, kind, accepting, that I
wasn’t looking to fight. The muscles in my face relaxed and
gently, sweetly, I smiled.

As I shifted, so did he. The heat in his eyes rose fast and
hard. I didn’t quiet the beast inside him. I intrigued it.
Waking his libido wasn’t my intention, but I’d be lying if I
pretended that the fire in his gaze didn’t make my breaths
ragged.
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Want to know what happens
between Meredith and Ezra?

(Or just interested in attending
Ava and Brunos Wedding?)

Preorder Book Two of Lola West’s With the Band series:

THE KILLJOY
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